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ABSTRACT

1

Social Power, a pervasive feature in our daily life, has been proved to
have a significant impact on Social Interaction; While the capability
of maintaining a Social Interaction has an acknowledged role in
Believability of Intelligent Virtual Agents (IVAs). In this paper, we
argue that an ability of reasoning and planning in the presence of
Social Power enhances Social Believability of IVAs, leading to more
rational interactions. With this aim, we focus on theoretical issues
of agent modeling aiming at increasing intelligence and therefore
believability of NPCs or agents of game-like simulations or serious
games. Thereby, we propose a model of social power inspired by a
recently proposed model, SAPIENT, based on a well-known theory
of Social Power proposed by French and Raven.

Modeling and developing IVAs has a long history [4]. To date, there
has been recent attempt regarding developing believable virtual
characters using different techniques (for a review see [14]). In
this context, “believability” is supposed as an essential requirement
for modern video games and distributed virtual worlds [1]. A fundamental issue regarding this context is the capability of agents
in fostering communicative interactions and representing social
behaviors. Recent evidence suggests that representing social behavior leads to more believable IVAs [11]. In [1], a formalization of
believability has been proposed based on a specific set of factors,
including adaptable “Social Relationship”.
So far, however, there has been little attention paid to the role of
“Social Power” in modeling interactive virtual characters; while one
of the dimensions of intelligence, cognition, and behavior is Social
Power (more simply Power) [19]. By definition, Power involves
getting individuals to comply with your requests, even if they are
reluctant to do so [7]. Additionally, the controlling influence of
Power affects one’s behavior facing different power situations [6].
Specifically, a perception of Power induces a number of nonverbal dominant control attempts such as dysfluencies, interruptions,
gestures, vocal characteristics, etc [6]. This issue becomes more
critical considering that behavioral cues and virtual agents’ nonverbal behavior have repeatedly been demonstrated to affect users’
experiences and evaluations [15]. On the other hand, a number of
recent games have been developed focusing specifically on power,
such as Social Theatre [22] or Breaking Bread [23]. Additionally,
with the emergent area of Social Simulation, the need for building
socially intelligent agent becomes extremely difficult to be ignored.
Also, since Power is a fundamental part of human relations [24], it
seems viable to be considered in social simulations. Further, there
is a need for IVAs to show behavioral manifestations of power, i.e.,
being capable of representing such changes in their behavior facing
Power to behave more natural and believable.
All the aforementioned factors highlight the need for modeling
Power. Hence, in this paper, we aim to address this research gap by
developing a model of Social Power.
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and its engineering → Interactive games; • Applied computing
→ Computer games; • Computing methodologies → Agent /
discrete models;
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RELATED WORK

Research on Social Power dates back to more than a century and
since then, different theories exist in the literature regarding this
concept (for a short overview see [9]). One of the most famous and
highly refereed works on Social Power is suggested by French and
Raven [10], which identifies 5 bases of power including reward,
coercion, legitimate, expert and referent. Although there have been
other identified bases, however, the authors argue that these five
bases are the most common ones among the others [10]. On the
contrary, few recent attempts have been addressing Power in the
field of Computer Science. In [5] Catelfranchi highlights the need
for Social Power in general. With this view, in [3], Power has been
used as a paradigm to define the behavior of agents to reason as
being a part of a group. Another interesting contribution addressing
Social Power is the evolution of its dynamics in social networks
(ex. [13]). In this section, we merely review the work attempted to
model Social Power in Computer Science.
For instance, in [25] a graphical toolkit has been developed which
is easily applicable and understandable by any user with any background. The toolkit, PSTK (Power Structure ToolKit), provides an
agent-based framework for building models of Social Power Structures. The model is based on Michael Mann’s theory [17]. The
agents developed in this framework are based on BDI architecture
[2]. To have goal-directed agents capable of both deliberative and
reactive behaviors, the agent system is built using Soar cognitive architecture [16]. Another model of Social Power has been presented
in [12] in which Social Power refers to the ability of an agent to
direct the other agents or exert their leadership. In this view, the
level of power defines autonomy of an agent (or a group of agents).
In this conceptualization, Power is considered as an exchangeable
resource or Power Token (PT). This resource is transferred within
a group of agents in a manner to maintain a zero-sum property.
Moreover, an agent may direct other agents to gain more power.
To influence, a commander needs to exert a portion of PT to the
commanded. If the commanded agent does not want to comply with
the request, he needs to return a more significant PT. An agent may
accept a request under two circumstances: 1. not having enough PT
to resist, 2. a prior agreement. As another example, in [23] a model
of social practice has been implemented in a game called Breaking
Bread which is a cross-cultural pedagogical game. The goal of the
game is familiarizing militias with different social situations they
may face in a foreign country. Three type of social games have been
defined to be used within Breaking Bread: 1. alliance (forging and
damaging relationships), 2. authority (power dynamics and ownership), 3. threat management (physical force and danger). In sum, the
model is capable of implementing three bases of power Recognized
by French and Raven (Coercive, Legitimate and Referent).
The most related recent work to our study is the work presented
in [21]. In this model, called SAPIENT, Social Power is modeled
inspired by French and Raven theory. Hence, the model considers five bases of Social Power: reward, coercion, legitimate, expert
and referent Social Power. Moreover, the underlying cognitive processes of an influence interaction has been addressed using another
theory of French and Raven, i.e., Power Interaction model of Interpersonal Influence. The model is coupled with the motivational
theory suggested by McClelland in [18] and has been implemented
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and tested in a user study. The result shows that the agents designed by SAPIENT are capable of Social Power and believable.
The user experience showed that the agents provided a positive
user experience and represented higher believability comparing to
scripted agents. Although the model is promising in tackling the
problem, however, suffers from a high level of complexity which
makes it hard in practice. The model presented here is an extension
of SAPIENT aiming at reducing its complexity.

3

MODEL

There are two main differences between our formalization and
SAPIENTS’s. First, we have removed personal dependent factors,
i.e. motivations, from the calculation of Social Power force. As
discussed in [8], since personal characteristics are highly variable
across different relationships, including such factors in the model
may limit its generality. Hence, we removed the motives which add
different susceptibility to different power sources in the target.
Second, based on what French and Raven discuss [10], the strength
of Social Power is dependent on the induction that the Actor exerts.
It means that this factor should also be taken into account when
calculating the value force. However, in SAPIENT the induction is
fixed. Also we have added other factors identified by French and
Raven’s theory of social power which were missing in SAPIENT.
Hence, the model introduced here is totally based on the base theory which has been highly referenced and acknowledge up to date.
We argue that including these factors in the model increases its
expressiveness and accuracy.
In sum, the formalization of decision process is mainly the same
for the two models. The main difference is mostly in calculating
the force of power bases. To be more specific, decisions are made
based on the force of the power (InfluenceForce) and the personal
disposition to perform the action (ValueForce). In this model, we
only focus on the first part, i.e. influence force.
In our model, each agent attributes different values to different
objects or actions based on the profit that the corresponding object
or action grants to it. Based on this assumption, each agent aims to
increase its utility. It should be noted that, the utility that each agent
attributes to each object/action could be different from other agents.
Actually, this value is based on the agent’s internal states, perspectives, etc. Here it should be noted that personal characteristics of
the agents, as well as other facts, are stored in a knowledge-base
representing the memory of the agents and do not have a direct
role in calculating power forces.
Agents. Based on French and Raven’s theory, we treat power as
a change resulted from an influencing interaction. Hence, we start
by modeling the interaction at first. In our modeling, two agents
are dealing with this influencing interaction: Actor (A), the one
who performs a request and Target (T), the other agent whom the
Actor intends to influence1 . Moreover, we define an action (C) to
refer to the request. It is worth mentioning that in this type of
influence is not necessary for the Actor to be presented actively
to exert his power; however, the influence might result from a
passive presence of the Actor. In other words, the influence may
1 Note

that in the notations used in [10], Actor is represented by O and Target is
represented by P. Here, we follow the notations used in [20] and we refer to the Actor
as A and the Target as T.
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form without any evidence of speech or movement. For instance,
a police officer who is standing on a corner may cause a motorist
to speed down. Although no speech had happened, the motorist
perceived the influence and the police officer’s power. However,
the policeman may exert stronger forces by blowing his whistle at
the motorist [10]. In this example, C could be considered an act of
the motorist speeding down.And blowing in the whistle increases
the corresponding value of the police’s induction.
Power Strategy. In this paper, we use the term “Power Strategy” to
refer to the ability of the Actor to administer positive valences and
to remove or decrease potential negative valence. In other words,
the Actor may use a “Power Strategy” to influence the Target more
to comply with his request/order/etc. In the previous example, the
act of blowing in his whistle form the police officer is an instance
of power strategy leading to stronger forces of power due to a
higher induction. Note that, A’s power is always the maximum
potential influence he posses, however, he might decide not to use
his whole power. Having the above definition and based on French
and Raven’s theory, the strength of the power of A over T, is defined
as the maximum potential ability of A to influence T. It should be
noted that the Actor could use Power Strategies, to influence the
Target more. The use of Power Strategy will result in more force
from the Actor’s side and less resistance force from the Target side.
However, by definition, Powers are based on resources, if the Target
feel that the Actor fails to provide that resource, the power strategy
would not be effective. As mentioned earlier, we only focus on the
bases identified by French and Raven as the most common ones [10].
In the following, these bases are defined and modeled.

3.1

Reward Social Power

Based on Raven and French definition, Reward Social Power has
a base in the ability to reward, and the strength of such power is
dependent on the magnitude of the reward. Here we imagine the
Actor would do an action in response to performing the request,
i.e.,a Rewarding Action (“r_a”). Hence, the strength of such power is
dependent on the utility that the Target attributes to the (“r_a”). On
the other hand, the strength of reward power is also a function of the
probability of giving the reward. It should be noted that, considering
Raven and French’s definitions since the Actor is mediating the
Reward, the likelihood of providing the reward is in his control.
However, here we model the power from the perspective of the
Target. So, it is only dependent on how the Target evaluates such
probability.
To model this base of power, let “rew” be the perceived magnitude of reward which the Target attributes to the rewarding action
(“r_a”), “p” be the perceived probability by the Target that the Actor
can mediate the reward, and “induction” be the actions made to
highlight the reward (the influence of using a power strategy).
Power r ew = rew × p × induction

(1)

“rew” is a non-negative real number, equal or more than zero. A
value of 0 represents no reward achieved, while the higher value,
the higher reward. “p” is a non-negative real number between 0
and 1. A value of 0 represents an impossible reward with 0 chance
of achieving it, and a value of 1 represents 100%. “induction” is a
positive real number, more than 1, which represents the Actor’s
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administration in maintaining positive valences or decreasing negative valences, i.e., the effect of his power strategy. Note that the
model presented here is similar to its corresponding in SAPIENT,
except the “induction” factor which replaces Motivations.

3.2

Coercive Social Power

Based on the definition, coercive power exists when the Actor has
the ability to punish the Target if he fails to do the requested action.
Similar to the Reward Power, the magnitude of this base of power is
dependent on the range of punishment, as well as the probability of
execution of a “coercing action” or “c_a”. Likewise the previous part,
using a power strategy could increase the strength of the activated
power. To model this base of power, let “coerc” be the cost that the
Target endures if the coercive action is performed. And “p” be the
probability that the Actor may perform the coercive actions. Finally,
“induction” refers to the ability of the Actor to increase/decrease
level of positive/negative arousal of the Target.
Powercoer = −coerc × p × induction

(2)

“coerc” a non-positive real number, equal or less than zero. A
value of 0 represents no threatened punishment, while the higher
negative value, the higher loss and the higher possibility of Target’s
compliance. Note that, coercive actions has a negative value from
the perspective of the Target, while giving positive power to the
Actor. To model this controversy, the model carries a negative sign.
“p” is a non-negative real number between 0 and 1. A value of 0
represents an impossible punishment, and a value of 1 represents
100% possibility of its performation by the Actor. “induction” is a
positive real value more than one, where one represents the absence
of any power strategy. This base is also modeled similar to SAPIENT,
having the induction factor instead of motivations.

3.3

Expert Social Power

Based on the definition of French and Raven, Expert Social Power
exists when the Target finds superior knowledge or abilities in the
Actor, regarding a specific area. In this view, the strength of Expert
Social Power is a function of three factors: 1) A trust relationship
between the Target and the Actor, 2) The difference between the
extent of knowledge of the two agents, against an absolute standard,
3) The relevance of the Actor’s expertise with the request.
Similar to SAPIENT, to calculate the effect of expertise on Expert Power, we define Skill_dif in equation 3. In this formulation,
“ExpertiseA” represents the knowledge level of the Actor from the
perspective of the Target, and “ExpertiseT” represents Target’s
knowledge about the intended area. To measure this knowledge
difference against an absolute value, we divide it by the known maximum expertise recognized by the Target within the intended area
of request. As mentioned earlier, another factor determining the
force of power is the attainment of a power strategy or induction.
Now, the value force of expert power is formulated in equation 4.
Skill_di f = (ExpertiseA − ExpertiseT )/MaxSkillLevel

(3)

Power Exp =
(

0
Skill_di f < 0
Trust × Skill_di f × Rlvnc × induction otherwise

(4)
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In the above formula, “Trust” represents the trust level and varies
between zero (lack of trust) and 1 (full trust in the Actor’s knowledge) and “Rlvnc” represents the degree to which the Actor’s knowledge is related with the intended area which similarly varies between 0 to 1. Similar to previous bases, induction, if used, can fortify
the value of the expert power. Hence, this variable starts from one
that implies the absence of any power strategy. The higher value
indicates the ability of the Actor to manipulate T’s cognitive structure to induce more social influence based on his expertise. The
above formulation is similar to SAPIENT’s, but the main difference
is considering “Rlvnc” factor; instead SAPIENT uses “importance”
which represents “the importance of the skill associated with the
action” from the perspective of the Target.

3.4

Legitimate Social Power

Based on the definition [10], Legitimate Social Power exists when
the Target feels internally an obligation to do what the Actor requests due to the legitimacy that he attributes to the Actor. In other
words, the Target has a feeling of “oughness” to comply with the
Actor’s request, i.e., to perform a socially prescribed behavior. This
internal feeling arises from a specific set of norms, culture, position,
beliefs, etc. Hence, Legitimate Social Power dependents on group
norms and is specific to a given role or position. Based on this
definition, the range of this base of power is a function of such code
and standards. And a pre-conditions for such codes is the existence
of a shared group and norms which gives the Actor legitimacy.
However, if the Actor attempts to use a legitimate power which is
outside of the range of his legitimacy (Outside_Force), his legitimate power decreases. To put these factors in a formulation, let the
“I_Value(T)” be the internal values of the Target which represents
acceptance of the legitimacy of the Actor and “induction” be the
force induced by the Actor. It should be noted that, as mentioned
earlier, in our model we do not focus on the personal characteristics
of the agents. For example, in this case, legitimacy could arise from
culture, group-norms, internal values, etc. However, what does matter here is the shared group between the Actor and the Target, the
internal values, and the Actor’s induction serving to activate such
values. Powerl eд =
(
0
I _V alue(T )≤ Outside_Force
(5)
(I _V alue(T ) − Outside_Force) × induction otherwise
To calculate I_Value(T), let G be the group shared between the
Actor and the Target. In this group, each agent has a specific role
where R A,G is the role of the Actor and RT ,G is the role of the Target.
Having a role in a group gives the members a specific amount of
power (dependent on the activated base of power, such as culture,
group-norms, etc.). The higher importance of the role, the higher
power: Power R A,G or Power RT ,G represent the power resulted from
having the role R A,G or RT ,G in Group G respectively. Hence, the
I_Value(T), which is dependent on both these powers would be
proportional to the power differences between the two agents.
I _V alue(T ) = Power R A,G − Power RT ,G

(6)

Having this definition, the model presented here is totally different from what has been proposed in SAPIENT. First of all SAPIENT
recognized four categories of norms; secondly, the force of power
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is dependent on other factors such as the importance of the group
to the Target, his dutifulness toward the group, norm-related biases
as well as group norm conformity.

3.5

Referent Social Power

Referent Social Power stems from a feeling of oneness or desire for
such an identity. In other words, the Target has an inclination of
being closely associated with the Actor. And if the Target is already
associated with the Actor, he tries to maintain such a relationship.
The greater attraction, the greater identification, and the higher
power. In SAPIENT, to model “Referent Social Power” two subcategories of this power base have been considered: Referent_like which
stems from a liking relation, and Referent_status resulted from a
status ascribed by the Target to the Actor. However, we argue that
the two subcategories work in the same vein. So, in our model, we
merge these two types. Also, to calculate the force of Referent SP,
other factors such as affiliation motivation, the strength of liking
relationship, Target’s personal status motivation, Target’s preference for a specific status category, and his status motivation, have
been considered. However, in our model, to formalize the force we
use the factors identified by French and Raven. Let “IDStrength” be
the strength of identification of A by T, “induction” be the strength
of the attraction of T toward A induced by A, and “Unstructured”
be the identified strength of lack of structure of a definite social
structure between the two agents from the perspective of T.
Power r e f =
(
0
IDStrength≤ Unstructured
(7)
(ID St r enдt h − U nstructured) × induction otherwise
“IDStrength”, or the strength of the identification perceived
from the Target, can only take positive values. A value of 0 indicates no strength. “Unstructured”: takes non-negative integers,
where a value of 0 indicated no lack of strength. The more lack of
strength, the less referent power. A higher negative value represents a stronger negative attraction. And finally, a zero value shows
the absence of any interpersonal attraction from the Target toward
the Actor. “induction”, represents the verbalization of his Attraction by the Actor to induce more power. Similar to other bases,
the induction starts from one. The strength of identification is a
function of the desire of the Target to have the feeling of oneness,
and the level of attraction that the Actor has. This value can only
take integers either positive/negative/zero. A higher positive value,
shows higher interpersonal attraction, leading to higher Referent
Social Power.
IDStrenдth = utility(oneness) + utility(attraction)

3.6

(8)

Decision-making

Thus far, we have modeled different bases of Social Power. However, in the real world, more than one base could be activated at
the same time. Hence, to calculate the resultant force we need to
aggregate all as formulated in 9. Note that, coercive power has a
reverse relationship with coercion, the higher coercion the higher
possibility of reject.
In f luenceForce = α × Power r ew + β × Powercoer c
+γ × Power exp + δ × Powerl eд + ϵ × Power r e f

(9)
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resultant_f orce = In f luenceForce + V alueForce

(10)

If the final resultant force leads to a positive value, the Target
accepts the request. Otherwise, the Target will not comply with it
and reject the request.
(
Accept resultant_force>0
Decision =
Reject resultant_force≤0

4

(11)

EXAMPLE SCENARIO

To test the feasibility of the model using an example, we have defined a scenario inspired by Social Theatre game [22]. This game
which gives the user the opportunity to explore Social Power dynamics depicts a theatre company with a director (the user) and four
actors (NPCs). Each actor has a preference to play a specific role in
the play; however, there are few numbers of available roles. Hence,
the director may use his sources of power to influence the NPCs to
participate in the play. If he fails to influence more than two NPCs,
the theatre is canceled, and the player loses the game. It should
be noted that, in the original version of Social Theatre, the NPCs
make decision based on SAPIENT [22]; however, in the following
scenario decisions are made based on the model introduced so far.
Imagine an arbitrary NPC which negatively values (say -15)
playing an undesired role (valueForce=-15). As mentioned earlier,
calculating the person dependent values, stored in the Knowledgebase, is out of the scope of our work. Further, to aggregate all forces
of the activated power forces, let the coefficient factors be equal to
one (α = β = ... = 1).
Scenario 1 - Reward: Imagine a situation in which the Actor
(the director or the user) promises the Target (the NPC or an actor)
to reward him by giving him his desired role in the next play. Let
playing the desired role have a utility of 20 for the Target. And
the Target believes that the director would give him this role in
the next play with a probability of 75%. Imagine that the Actor
does not use any induction (induction=1). Hence, Power r ew =
rew × p × induction = 20 × 0.75 × 1 = 15. If reward power is the
only activated power base, based on formula 11, the Target will not
comply with the request (15-15=0). However, as mentioned earlier,
the higher induction leads to a higher force. Imagine a situation
that the director reminds the Target another situation when he had
promised him to give him his desired role and he fulfilled it. This
sentence, as an instance of a power strategy helps the Actor to attain
positive arousal in the Target (ex. induction =2). In this situation
the director has higher power (Power r ew = rew × p × induction =
20 × 0.75 × 2 = 30). In this situation the NPC complies with the role
assignment (30-15=15>0).
Scenario 2 - Coercion: Imagine that the director threatens the
NPC to give him the least valued role in the next play if he does not
play the assigned role and the Target negatively values this action
(coerc=-15). Also, imagine that the Target doubts if the director
would really do such a coercive action and attributes a low probability to it (p=0.2).Hence, Powercoer = −coerc × p × induction =
−(−15) × 0.2 × 1 = 3. Based on formula 11, the Target will not
comply with the request (3-15<-12). Now imagine if the director
gives an example of such a situation that have happened earlier
and he has given an undesired role to the Target, as an instance of
a coercive power strategy. Let this saying generate an induction
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with the value of 6. (V alue_Forcecoer = −coerc × p × induction =
−(−15) × 0.2 × 6 = 18). Now considering the higher force of power
the target will comply with the request (18-15=3>0).
Scenario 3 - Expert Imagine a situation that the director uses
his prior experience to influence the Target to accept his request.
However, the NPC has a level of experience himself. Also, due to
our specific scenario the expertise of the Actor as a director is relevant to the request (ex. Rlvnc=20). Let’s imagine that the NPC fully
trusts the director (Trust=100%), hence depending on the value that
the Target attributes to his own expertise and to the director’s, the
decision would be different. Let’s imagine that the NPC attributes
a higher value to his own expertise (ExpertiseT=10) than the director’s expertise (ExpertiseA=5). Let the known maximum skill level
be 100 (Skill_di f = (ExpertiseA − ExpertiseT )/MaxSkillLevel =
(5 − 10)/100 = −0.05). Hence, the director has no power over
the NPC based on formula 4 (-0.25<0) hence he rejects the assigned role (0-15=-15<0). Now imagine that the NPC gives a high
value to the director’s expertise (ExpertiseA=100) Skill_di f =
(ExpertiseA − ExpertiseT )/MaxSkillLevel = (80 − 10)/100 = 0.7,
hence (Power _Expert = Trust × Skill_level × Rlvnc × induction =
1 × 0.7 × 20 × 1 = 14), still the director cannot convince the NPC
(14-15=-1<0). However if the director uses an induction (say 2), he
can convince the NPC to accept the role (14×2 − 15 = 13 > 0).
Scenario 4 - Legitimate: Imagine a situation that the director
uses his legitimate right of being the director to assign roles. In this
case, the director has a higher power level (Power(r_A, g, T)=20)
comparing with the Target’s (Power(r_T, g, T)=10). Imagine that
the director does not use any kind of power strategy or induction
(induction=1), neither any power outside of his legitimacy (OutsideForce=0). So, I _V alue(T ) = Power R A,G − Power RT ,G = 20 − 10 =
10 and Powerl eд = (I _V alue(T ) − OutsideForce)) × induction =
(10 − (0)) × 1 = 10. Based on formula 11, the Target does not
comply with the request (10-15=-5<0).Now, imagine another situation that the Actor highlights his power as being a father (which
is irrelevant to the Target) and the Target attributes a utility of
7 to such a move. Hence, the power is calculated as Powerl eд =
(I _V alue(T ) − OutsideForce)) × induction = (10 − 7) × 1 = 3. In
this case, the Target still rejects the request (3-15=-12≤0), however, the use of unrelated legitimate power decreased the power
of the director, so the NPC rejects the request more strongly. Now
imagine the same situation, but the director uses a power strategy to induce more power. For example, the director highlights
his legitimacy in attributing roles to the actors. Let assume that
the NPC moderately values this act (induction=6). Powerl eд =
(I _V alue(T ) − OutsideForce)) × induction = (10 − 7) × 6 = 18. Now
the NPC accepts the undesied role (18-15=3>0). Finally, imagine the
same situation, but the Target attributes a higher power to his own
role. Let Power R A,G be 40. So, in this situation in which the Target
attributes higher value to his own role based on formula 7 from his
viewpoint the director has 0 power, hence he rejects the order even
more strongly (0-15=-15<0).
Scenario 5 - Referent: Imagine a situation that the director utilizes a referent power to influence the Target. Also imagine that the
NPC likes the director, but just a little bit, i.e., utility(oneness)=5 and
let the director to be a little attracted to the NPC (utility(attraction)
= 5). Also, imagine that the director does not use any power strategy
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(induction=1). In this example, the relationship between the director and the NPC is clear (employer/employee), and this relationship
gives him “added security through increased identification with his
group”; hence the NPC does not see the relation unstructured (Unstructured=0). Based on formula 8, I DStrenдth = utility(oneness)+
utility(attraction) = 5 + 5 = 10 and formula 7 indicates that
Power r ef = (I DStrenдth − U nstructured) × induction = (10 −
0) × 1 = 10. Hence, we infer that in this situation, the liking
relationship is not enough powerful to influences the Target’s
decision-making to comply with the request (10-15=-5<0). However,
if the director induces more power by using a power strategy he
can increase his power level (say induction=4), i.e., Power r e f =
(IDStrenдth − U nstructured) × induction = (10 − 0) × 2 = 20
and resultant_f orce = 20 − 15 = 5 hence the NPC complies with
the request. Now imagine a situation in which the NPC is employed temporarily in the theatre company, hence the lack of a
clear structure threatens the agreement of his belief of a referent
group (Unstructured=15). So, IDStrength is less than Unstructured
and hence based on formula 7 Power r e f = 0. In this situation, the
director has less power over the NPC and the request is rejected
more strongly (0-15=-15<0).
Scenario 6 - Aggregation and Decision Making: Although in
Social Theatre it is not possible to have all the bases activated at the
same time, however, imagine a scenario which the director is able to
exert different bases of Social Power. Considering the final example
of each scenario, the overall force of Social Power is calculated
based on formula 9 (resultant_f orce = 30 + 18 + 28 + 0 + 0 = 76)
leading to the compliance of the NPC (76-15=61>0).

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a model to address one aspect of the
theoretical foundation of virtual agents with the aim of increasing
their believability. We argue that agents modeled based on this
theoretical framework lead to more believability due to considering
Social Power dynamics in their decision-making. However, further
investigation is required to test the model in application later on in
a user study to further examine its expressiveness. Agents created
based on this model could be beneficial in Social video games. The
model could also be beneficial in Social Simulations to investigate
further communicative abilities, social behaviors under different
circumstances, human-like qualities of IVAs NPCs and avatars, to
investigate the societal impact of Social Power. The agents created
based on this model could be combined with other recent models
to enhance believability by a multi-modal action or as a single
entity to be combined with the others to form a more complex
emergent behavior. The model described here considers neglected
features of modeling power in recent studies, such as the effect of
Actor’s induction. Also, we removed personal dependent factors,
i.e. motivations, from the calculation of Social Power force to have
a more generalized model.
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